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ON p-ADIC ARTIN L-FUNCTIONS

RALPH GREENBERG*

Introduction

In this paper we will discuss p-adic Artin L-functions. The existence
of these functions is a simple consequence of a theorem of Deligne and
Ribet [4]. One can formulate a "p-adic Artin conjecture" for these func-
tions. Our primary purpose here is to relate this conjecture to the "main
conjecture" discussed by Coates in [3]. We will describe the precise formu-
lations of these conjectures that we will use later. Our main result will
be that in fact the main conjecture implies the p-adic Artin conjecture.

Let k be a totally real number field. Let ψ be an Artin character
for k. We denote by kΨ the Galois extension of k attached to -ψ . (Thus,
ψ is the character of a faithful representation of Gal (kjk).) We will
assume throughout this paper that kΨ is also totally real. Otherwise the
p-adic L-function for ψ will be identically zero. Let k^ denote the cyclotomic
Zp-extension of k. We will say that ψ is of type S if k$ Π k^ — k. We
can associate to such ψ a purely algebraically defined polynomial h^(T).
This polynomial will be constructed from a natural representation of
Gal {kψkjk) occurring in Iwasawa theory. Its formal properties are quite
analogous to those of Artin L-functions. Assuming the main conjecture,
we can relate this polynomial to the p-adic Artin L-function for ψ and
thus prove the p-adic Artin conjecture in this case. One can extend this
quite easily to the case when ψp is of type S, where p is a one-dimen-
sional Artin character such that kp cz k^. (Such Artin characters p will
be said to be of type W.) However it is not difficult to find Artin characters
ψ not satisfying the above conditions. We can still deduce the p-adic
Artin conjecture for such ψ from the main conjecture, but the argument
is somewhat more ad hoc.
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78 RALPH GREENBERG

§1 Algebraically defined polynomials

Let ψ be a p-adic Artin character over k, that is, a character of a
Galois representation on a vector space over Ωp. Here Ωp is an algebraic
closure of the field Qp of p-adic numbers. Let G = Gal {k^kjk). The
character ψ is of type S if and only if G ^ Δ X Γ, where Δ = Gal (kΨ/k)
and Γ = Gal (kJK). The isomorphism arises from the restriction maps
from G onto Δ and Γ\ Let L denote the maximal abelian pro-p-extension
of kψkn in which only primes over p are ramified. Let X = Gal (L/k^k^).
The group G acts on X by x-^gxg"1 for xeX and geG, where g
denotes any extension of g to an automorphism of L. Now since kΨ is
totally real, X is a torsion and noetherian Λ-module, where A is the com-
pleted group ring of Γ over Zp. (See [9].) This implies that V= X®ZpΩp

is a finite dimensional vector space over Ωp. Also G acts on V (through
the first factor). Now assume that ψ is irreducible. Let eΨ denote the
idempotent element in the group ring ΩP[Δ] corresponding to ψ. Let Vψ

= eΨV. As a representation space for Δ, VΨ is a direct sum of irreducible
representations with character ψ. Now VΨ is invariant under the action
of Γ. If we let γ0 be a fixed topological generator for Γ, then each root
in Ωp of the characteristic polynomial cΨ(T) of f0 — id. acting on VΨ occurs
with multiplicity divisible by dΨ = ψ(l), the degree of the irreducible
character ψ. Define hΨ(T) to be the monic polynomial such that hΨ(T)d+
= cΨ(T).

We first want to show that hΨ(T) is unchanged by "liftings" of ψ.
Suppose h! is a finite Galois extension of k such that kf c: kr and kr Π &«,
= β. Let J r = Gal (k'jk) and let ψ' be the character of Δf obtained from
ψ by composition with the restriction map Δr —> Δ. Let Vr and hr(T)
be defined just as above. Then we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. hr(T) = hf(T).

Proof. We will show that in fact Vr = V+ as representation spaces
for Γ. Let L' be the maximal abelian jp-ramified pro-p-extension of k'k^
and let Xr = Gal (L'/VkJ). We have F g F c L ' a n d i c I/, where F =
k+K, Ff = A//̂ . Let ί ί = Gal(FVF). The image of X' under the natural
homomorphism Xf —> X is of finite index in X This natural homomorphism
factors through X'jIHX\ where IH denotes the augmentation ideal in
ZP[H], Let a! and a denote the dimensions over Qp of (X'jIHXf) ®Zp Qp

and X®zpQv Then a! > a. Also there is a subfield Lό of Lf such that
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F ' c L'o c I/, XJ = Gal (LJ/FO ̂  ZJ\ and L'Q is contained in the fixed field

for IHX'. Now Gal (LJ/F) is a central extension of XQ by H and the

transfer homomorphism maps Gal (LΌ/F) onto a subgroup of X'o containing

(XJ)\ where h = \H\. Thus Gal (LQ/F) has a quotient group isomorphic

to Zp. The field extension Um\F corresponding to this quotient group is

unramified outside p (since the inertia groups for such primes have finite

order dividing h). Thus L'm !Ξ L and hence a' < a. Letting V = X' ®Zp Ωp,

we have an isomorphism V'/IHV = V induced from the map X; -> X

Since eΨ/V7 is mapped to e^V and since erIHV = {0}, we have e^V7 = £^V

(as .Γ-spaces), proving Proposition 1.

There is now no need to assume that our characters are faithful. We

also extend the definition of h+(T) to reducible characters by hθ+η(T) =

hθ{T)hη{T). Let if be a finite totally real Galois extension of k such that

K Π &co = k. Let J = Gal (K/k) and let Jo be a subgroup of J. Let ψ be

a character of J o and let ψ* = Indjo(ψ).

PROPOSITION 2. M Γ ) = ΛΨ(Γ).

Proof. Let L be the maximal p-ramified abelian pro-p-extension of

Kk^ so that as before V = Gal (L/KkJ) ®Zv Ωp is a representation space

for Gal {Kkjk) = Δ X Γ (canonically). If χ is either a character of Δ or

of Jo, we can of course define both Vχ and hχ(T). Let <̂r e Ωp. Consider

Va = {v e V\((γ0 — id.) — a)ιυ = 0 for some t}. Va is invariant under the

action of Δ. Let φa denote the character of the representation of Δ on

Va. If χ is an irreducible character of either Δ or Δo, then χ occurs in

Va with multiplicity (χ, φa)d or (χ, £>JJo)jo. Clearly this multiplicity will also

be the multiplicity of a as a root of hχ(T). If χ is reducible, the multi-

plicity of a as a root of hχ(T) is also given by the above inner products.

The proposition then follows immediately from the Frobenius Reciprocity

Law (ψ*, φa)j = (ψ, φa\jX0.

Now we consider two Artin characters ψt and Λ|Γ2 over k, both of type

S, such that ψj = ψ2p, where p is of type W. If /(ϊ7) and g(T) are two

polynomials, we write f(T)~g(T) when /(Γ) = ug(T) with wefij, of abso-

lute value 1. Then we have

PROPOSITION 3. Let p(γ0) = p0. Then h+£T) ~ h+Λ(p0(l + T) - 1).

Proof. We can assume that ψ1 and ψ2 are irreducible. Let Kt = kΨi

and J, = Gal (KJk) for £ = 1, 2. Obviously, iζA^ = K2km = F, say. After
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identifying Δx and Δ2 with the corresponding subgroups of Gal(F/β), we

actually have Δι = Δ2 = Gal (FjkJ). Regarding ΨΊ and ψ2 as characters

of Gal (F/k), their restrictions to Gal {FjkJ) coincide. Hence VΨl = Vψ2.

Let γx and γ2 be the topological generators of Γx = Gal (F/K^ and JΓ2 =

Gal(F/if2) such that γx\koo = y0. Clearly ft = frδ f° r s o m e <5 e Gal (F/βJ.

Actually £ must be in the center of Gal(F/^TO). It is easy to determine

δ since we must have γ2 e ker (ψ2). Thus

and therefore ψ^δ) = d+ap0 = d f lp0, which determines d since ψj is faithful

on Gal (F/k^). Clearly d acts on VΨl = VΨί as multiplication by /?0. Pro-

position 3 follows immediately.

Now let ψ be an irreducible character of type S. If a e Ωp9 let A

denote (γQ — id.) — a acting on VΨ. Clearly, kerίAO/kerίA*"1) has dimen-

sion over Ωp divisible by dΨ for all t > 1. Also, under certain assumptions

on AΨ, it is possible to show that V has a cyclic vector for the action of

Gώ.{k^kjk). For example, this would be true if k = Q, the p-adic com-

pletions of kΨ contained no primitive p-th (or 4th if p = 2) roots of unity,

and Iwasawa's ^-invariant λ(k^) vanished. If VΨ is cyclic for Gal (k^kjk),

then kerCAO/ker^"1) would be cyclic for the action of Δ and would

therefore have dimension over Ωp at most d\. Let mΨ(T) denote the mini-

mal polynomial for γ0 — id. acting on VΨ. The above observations lead to

the following result, which is closely related to Theorem 3 of [10].

PROPOSITION 4. VΨ is annihilated by h^(γQ — id.). Hence mΨ(T) divides

hf(T). If VΨ has a cyclic vector for the action of Gal (kfkjk), then hψ(T)

divides mΨ(T)d+.

§2. /7-adic Artin Z-functions

First let ψ be a 1-dimensional iθp-valued Artin character over k. We

still assume that kf is totally real. The existence of the p-adic L-function

Lp(s9 ψ) was first established by Deligne and Ribet. (See [4] and also [11].)

Alternative approaches were given later by Barsky [1] and Cassou-Nogues

[2]. Let σ: Ωp —> C be a fixed isomorphism. Then σ o ψ i s a complex-valued

1-dimensional Artin character. Let L*(z, σoψ) be the corresponding Artin

L-function with all Euler factors for primes dividing p omitted. The values

L*(l — 71, σ © ψ) are in Q (values of σ o ψ) and are nonzero for even n. Let

L*(l — n, ψ) = σ~\L*{χ — n,σoψ))9 which is in fact independent of the
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choice of σ. The function Lp(s, ψ) can be characterized as the unique,

continuous, 42p-valued function on Zp such that Lp(l — n, ψ) = L*(l — n, ψ )

for all positive n ΞΞ 0 (modp — 1) (or (mod 2) if p = 2). It is defined and

analytic (except for at most a simple pole at s = 1 when ψ equals the

principal character ψ°) in a disc in Ωp about zero of radius greater than

1. Lp(s, ψ) is not identically zero.

Now assume ψ is an Ωp-valued Artin character of arbitrary degree

(with kΨ still totally real). Let Δ = Gal (Kjk) where if is a finite, totally

real Galois extension of k containing k^. By Brauer's Induction Theorem,

( 1 ) Ψ = Σ«tΨ?
ί = l

where ateZ and ψt is a 1-dimensional Artin character of a subgroup J^

of J for i = 1, , Z. We define the p-adic Artin L-function for ψ by

( 2 ) Lp(β, ψ) = Σ ip(», Ψ.)αί

It is clear that Lp(l — n, ψ) — a~ι(JJί'{χ — n, σoψ)) for n > 0, ^ Ξ O (mod

p — 1 or 2), where L*(2, σoψ) is the complex Artin L-function with Euler

factors for primes over p removed. Lp(s, ψ) is therefore uniquely deter-

mined and is independent of (1). It of course has the basic properties:

Lp(s, θ + η) = Lp{s, θ)Lp(s9 η), Lp(s, ψ θ = Lp(s9 ψ), and Lp(s, ψ*) = Lp(s, ψ).

Here the notation is as in the previous section. Lp(s9 ψ) will be mero-

morphic on some disc about zero in Ωp.

Let K = k{μp) (or k(μ4) if p = 2), where /jn denotes the λi-th roots of

unity in a fixed algebraic closure of k. Now kL contains all p-power roots

of unity. The action of Γ = Gal (̂ OT/̂ ) = Gal (AC/A') on p-power roots of

unity is given by a homomorphism A:: Γ7 -> Zp. Let Λ:0 = Λ:(^0). Note that

κQ ~ 1 (modpr) if //pr c A7.

If ψ is a 1-dimensional Artin character for k, then there exists a power

series G+(T) with coefficients in 0+ = Z p [values of ψ] such that

(3) Lp(l-s,ψ) = ψ^^r

for all s € Zp (except s = 0 if ψ = ψ°). Here H+(T) = f(1 + Γ) - 1 if ψ

is of type VF, where ξ = ψ(ro), and flψ(T) = 1 if f is not of type W. Also,

if p is of type W, then we have

( 4 ) GΨp(T) = GJpJLl + T) - 1) and JEΓ+,(T) = H+(Po(l + T) - 1)
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where p0 = p(γ0). (See [11] for an explanation.) As in chapter 6 of [8],

one can use (3) to show that Lp(s, ψ) is an analytic function in a certain

disc about zero.

We can derive a similar expression for Lp(s, ψ) where ψ is of arbitrary

degree by using (1), (2), and (3). However note that if / is an extension

of k (corresponding to a subgroup of J), then Gal {fjf) will be identified

with a subgroup of Γ of finite index. A topological generator will be a

power of γ0. The p-adic L-functions for 1-dimensional Artin characters

over / will have expressions similar to (3), but with possibly different

arguments. We will however always write the power series and poly-

nomials involved in terms of T = 4 — 1. (This is clearly possible.) Define

H+(T) = W\=1Hn(T)a\ where the ψ/s and a/s are as in (1). It is not a

difficult exercise to show that H+(T) is well-defined. In fact, if ψ is 1-

dimensional, Hf(T) will be just as defined above. If ψ is irreducible of

degree greater than 1, then HΨ(T) = 1. We also define GΨ(T) = Π<=i GΨi(T)aί,

a quotient of power series with coefficients in the integers of a finite ex-

tension of Qp. Then (3) will hold for all s in some disc containing Zp

except possibly for finitely many values of s. Consequently, GΨ(T) depends

only on ψ (and on the choice of topological generator γ0 of Γ). We can

now formulate one of the two conjectures mentioned in the introduction.

p-adic Artin conjecture: GΨ(T) e Zp[[T]]®zβp.

Some remarks are in order. It is easy to see that G>(T) is in the

quotient field of tfVtfϊ7]]. Thus the above conjecture amounts to the state-

ment that cGΨ{T) e ^[[ϊ 7 ]] for some nonzero c e ^ . A stronger form of

the above conjecture would be that GΨ(T) itself is in ^[[ ϊ 7 ]] . We will

discuss this question later. Also the p-adic Artin conjecture implies that

if ψ does not have ψ° as a constituent, then Lp(s, ψ) is in fact defined

and holomorphic in the disc |s| < r where r = \κ0 — l|~1 |p|1/(p~1). (See the

end of chapter 6 of [8] for an explanation of this point.) However this

last statement is not equivalent to the conjecture.

By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we can uniquely write G^(T)

in the form GΨ(T) = πmu(T)g^(T), where π is a uniformizing parameter,

m e Z, u(T) is an invertible element of Θ+[[T]\, and g+(T) = g'(T)jg"{T\

where gf and g" are monic polynomials in Θ^[T] whose nonleading coef-

ficients are divisible by π. We define mΨ = m/e and £Ψ = deg (gθ — deg (g").

Here β denotes the ramification index for the extension Qp(ψ)IQp.
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We close this section by simply listing several easily proved properties,

(i) Let θ and η be Artin characters over k.

GΘ+V(T) = Gθ(T)Gη(T)9 HΘ+V(T) = Hθ(T)Hv(n gθ+η(T) = gθ(T)gη{T)y

mθ+v = mθ + mv9 £θ+v = £e + £η

(ii) Let ψi = ψ2p where p is of type W. Let p0 = p(γ0).
Then Gfί(T) = Gψ2(p0(l + T) - 1), Hfl(T) = Hψ2(Po(l + T) - 1),

gΨl(T)~gMl + T)- 1), m+1 = mψ2, £^ = ί^

(As before, — means the two rational functions differ by a factor in

Ωp of absolute value 1.)

§3. The Main Conjecture

We now state the main conjecture for the p-adic L-functions con-

structed by Deligne and Ribet.

MAIN CONJECTURE. Let ψ be a 1-dίmensίonal Artin character of type

S. Then hψ(T) = gψ(T).

Note that this is slightly different than the usual version of the main

conjecture, which is in terms of the (—l)-eigenspace for complex conjugation

in a vector space constructed from an inverse limit of ideal class groups.

The above statement is in fact equivalent. The equivalence is discussed

in detail in [6] for k = Q, but the arguments there extend without change

to the more general case. Note also that if p is a character of type W

and if ψp is also of type S, then the main conjecture for ψ is equivalent

to the main conjecture for ψp by Proposition 3.

Now let K be a finite, totally real Galois extension of k such that

K Π &oo = k9 and let Δ = Gal (K/k). Let θ be a 1-dimensional character

of a subgroup zf0 of Δ. If k0 is the fixed field for Jo, then clearly, the

choice of γ0 and tc0 for the new base field k0 can be the same as for k.

We will then have gθ(T) = gθ*(T), where, as before, θ* = Ind;}o(0). By

proposition 2, we also have hθ{T) = hθ*(T). If we assume that the main

conjecture is true for all such θ, then, by Brauer's Induction Theorem,

we get the following consequence: If ψ is a character of Δ of arbitrary

degree, then hΨ(T) = gΨ(T) and hence gf(T) is in fact a polynomial. There-

fore, the main conjecture implies the p-adic Artin conjecture for Artin

characters ψ of type S. Indeed, a "main conjecture for characters of type

S" would be true. The general case is dealt with in the next proposition*
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PROPOSITION 5. The main conjecture implies the p-adic Artin con-

jecture.

Proof. Let ψ be an Artin character of arbitrary degree for k. The

base fields for which we will assume the main conjecture will be subfields

of k^.

First assume that ψp is of type S for some p of type W. Until now,

the polynomial hΨ(T) has been defined only when ψ is of type S. If ψp

is of type S, we define h^(T) to be the monic polynomial satisfying h^{T)

~ Mft-Kl + T) - 1), where p0 = p(γ0). By Proposition 3, hΨ(T) is well

defined. Now, by the discussion preceding Proposition 5 and by (ii) of

the previous section, it is clear that gΨ(T) = hΨ(T) and hence gΨ(T) is a

polynomial in this case too.

Let ψ be arbitrary. Let K — k+ and let Δ = Gal {Kjk). If / is an

extension of k in K and if Θ is a 1-dimensional Artin character over /,

then obviously dp is of type S for some p of type W over /. Thus hff(Te)

is defined. Here Tβ=(l + T)pβ - 1, where pe = [f f] K\ k]. (The role of

κ0 and γ0 is played by icf and j f over /.) We define hθ*(T) = hθ(Te\ where

d* = Ind£al (fc//) (0). If ψ = Σί=i α*Ψf a s i n (!)> w e t h e n define a rational

function Λ*(Γ) by A+(Γ) = Π ^ i ^ Γ ) ^ . We will show (unconditionally)

that hΨ(T) is well-defined and is in fact a polynomial. The proposition

follows from this because the main conjecture implies that gψ(T) = hΨ(T).

Now let aeΩp. We will prove that the multiplicity of a in h^(T)

depends only on ψ and a and is nonnegative. Put F = Kk^ and L = the

maximal abelian pro-p-ramified extension of F. If G = Gal (F/k), then

Gal (L/F) ®Zv Ωp is, as before, a finite dimensional space for G over Ωp.

We let V be the semisimplification of the above representation of G.

Letting N = Gal (F/k^), we have an exact sequence l-»iV->G—>Γ->1

which is in fact split. We can choose g0 e G such that gol**, = γ0 that such

and g0 is a topological generator of a complement for N in G. We let

Va = {ve V\(gf - (1 + a)pr)v = 0 for some r} .

Vα is a G-invariant subspace which does not depend on our choice of go-

Now we have a homomorphism χa: G -> Ω* which factors through Γ and

sends £0 to 1 + a. We let Wa = Va®χzx so that G acts on W through

a finite quotient group G = G/H. We may assume that K is contained

in the fixed field for H. Then Δ is a homomorphic image of G and all

the characters we are considering can be viewed as characters of G or
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subgroups of G. Let φa be the character of the representation of G on

Wa.

Consider an arbitrary field / such that kς^fciK. Let Δf = Gal (K/f)

and let Gf be the inverse image of Δf in G. Let Θ be a 1-dimensional

character of Δ}. Assume [f f] K: k] = pe and let Te = (1 + T)p β - 1 as

before. For some character p of type W for /, η — θp will be of type

S and so Gal {fθfjf) = Gal (fjjf) will be canonically isomorphic to

Gal (fjf) X Γ,, where Γ, = Gal (fjf). Let ^ e Γf be such that J V L = rf

It is easy to see that the multiplicity of ae = (1 + α?)pβ — 1 as a root of hv(Te)

is given by (^J^, η)or (We can assume that H is chosen so that η factors

through Gf. Also, see the argument used to prove Proposition 1.) Let

ξ = p(γf)-\ Choose 0 e Ωp so that (1 + β)pe = f(l + α)p . Clearly V, = Vα

and φβ\df = (9>β|δ/) ^ The multiplicity of & = (1 + j3)pβ - 1 as a root of

hη(Te) equals (^Ig,, )y)δ/ = (φa\Qf9 ηp'%f = (ί>β|g/, θ)df. The multiplicity of ^e

as a root of hη(Te) is also the multiplicity of ae as a root of hθ(Te). This

in turn equals the multiplicity of a as a root of hθ*(T). To summarize, a?

has multiplicity (pjs,, θ)ΰf = (φa, θ*)5 in the polynomial hθ*(T). Applying

this to θ = ψi for i = 1, , t, we see that α: has (non-negative) multi-

plicity (φa,Ψ)G in h^(T), proving that hΨ(T) is indeed a polynomial.

Q.E.D.

§4. Some questions

The p-adic Artin conjecture would seem to be more approachable than

the complex Artin conjecture in some ways. For a given ψ and p, it

might quite conceivably be possible to verify the p-adic Artin conjecture

by a purely computational approach. For example, one might be able to

eliminate possible poles by using different representations of Lp(s, ψ) in

the form of (2). On the other hand, there is a rich circle of connections

between the complex Artin conjecture and the theory of modular forms

and representation theory. These connections have led to proofs of the

complex Artin conjecture for some non-monomial characters. It would

be interesting to find similar connections in the p-adic case. Can the

p-adic Artin conjecture be related directly to the complex conjecture? Of

course, both are valid for monomial characters.

Behavior at s = 1. For 1-dimensional Artin characters ψ, it should

be true that Lp(s, ψ) has a pole (which must be simple) at s = 1 when

ψ = <ψ° and is nonzero at s = 1 when ψ Φ ψ°. The same result would
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then follow for irreducible Artin characters ψ of arbitrary degree. It would
be interesting to know more about the values at s = 1. There is a p-adic
Stark conjecture (formulated by Serre). Now our proof of Proposition 5
is based on the conjectured properties of the representation space V. If
we could somehow construct a similar representation space (perhaps by
proving a weak form of a p-adic Stark conjecture for Deligne-Ribet p-adic
L-functions), it might be possible to prove the p-adic Artin conjecture
unconditionally. It would be interesting to examine exactly what is in-
volved in constructing such a representation space.

Behavior at s = 0. This topic has been discussed in some detail by
Gross in [7]. Let ω be the Teichmuller character over k (i.e. the 1-dimen-
sional β^-valued Artin character over k giving the Galois action on p-th
or 4th roots of unity). If ψ is an arbitrary Artin character, we define
ψn = ψω-n for every integer n. For 1-dimensional even βp-valued charac-
ters ψ, we have for n > 1

( 5) Lp(l -n,ψ) = σ-J(L*(l - n, a o ψJ)

and also these values are non-zero for n > 2. Using (2), one can easily
extend (5) to the case when ψ is of arbitrary degree provided n > 2. It
would be interesting to prove that Lp(s, ψ) is in fact analytic at s — 0 and
has the correct value. The order of vanishing at zero of Lp(s, ψ) and
L*(z, a o ΨΊ) should be the same too. If ψ is 1-dimensional, let a and b
denote the order of vanishing of Lp(s, ψ) at s = 0 and L*(z, a © ψt) at z = 0,
respectively. Also, let c be the order of vanishing of hΨ(T) at T = κ0 — 1.
The only relationships between α, b, and c that seem to be known at
present are the following: (i) If one is nonzero, they all are and (ii) c>b.
(Proofs omitted.) Note that b is easily described. It is simply the number
of prime ideals p of k dividing p such that ψfy>) = 1.

Let θ — ψp, where -ψ is an Artin character of arbitrary degree and p
is of type W. If p is of sufficiently large order, then it is easy to see
that in fact

(6) Lp(p,θ) = σ-χL{0,σoθx)).

(The Euler factors for primes dividing p will be trivial.) Let λ+ denote
the degree of hΨ(T). One can use (6), the arguments in section 5 of [5],
and the arguments in section 2 of [6] to prove the following result: If -ψ
is such that ψj is rational valued, then £Ψ = λf. One could also relate
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mΨ to Iwasawa's ^-invariant. If the well known conjecture that μ vanishes
for the cyclotomic Zp-extension of an arbitrary base field is true, then it
would follow that mΨ = 0 if p is odd and that mΨ = ψ(l) [k: Q] if p = 2.
One would first prove this for all -ψ such that ψt is rational-valued, then
for 1-dimensional ψ, and finally for ψ of arbitrary degree. Thus, the
vanishing of Iwasawa's ^-invariant would imply that the p-adic Artin con-
jecture is equivalent to the stronger conjecture that GΨ(T) e 0+[[T]].
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